
NETFLIX IS THE BEST TV APP 

Did you know that Netflix has over 137 million users?  

Streaming services are very popular for watching movies. 
Netflix started as a subscription company that rented DVDs to 
its clients. It allowed people to watch movies when they 
wanted for a low price. Watching movies and TV shows is very 
popular around the world, but using DVDs is not as popular and 
convenient anymore. Netflix is the best way to watch programs 
because it is available over all platforms, the account is 
personalized and it is very user friendly.   

To start, Netflix is the best because you are able to watch 
on any device. First, you can watch on your TV in your living 
room. This is great because the screen is big, the sound is rich 
and you can be comfortable on the sofa. Second, you can watch 
on your phone/tablet. This is useful for travelling and 
convenience. Some people actually watch on the bus or even in 
the bathroom. Finally, Netflix can be viewed on your computer. 
If you are at work, you can watch a movie at lunch or to kill 
time. This is one reason why Netflix is fantastic. 

Not only can you watch across platforms, Netflix accounts 
are tailored to you personally. Your account keeps track of 
what you watch and then recommends other shows you might 
like. No more thinking about what might be good; Netflix learns 
about you and picks for you. You can also have five 
personalized accounts on one subscription. The whole family 
can keep track of their own favourites. 
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Along with multiple devices and personalized accounts, 
Netflix is so user friendly. The sign-up process is easy; you need 
an email and credit card. Also, picking movies or shows is done 
by one or two clicks. And finally, if you want to quit, you can 
cancel your membership with an email. Netflix is so convenient. 

 As it has been demonstrated, Netflix is a great way to view 
shows and movies because you can watch on any device, your 
account is tailored to you and finally, it is so easy to use. 
Watching movies is a great way to relax and Netflix makes it so 
much fun. DVDs and Blu-ray discs are still popular, but 
streaming has become the way of the future. I wonder what 
will be after Netflix? 
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